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Bellarmine's new view

Late FASFAs
can endanger
students' aid
JAMILA JOHNSON
Staff Reporter
A recent trendin delinquent Free
Applications for Federal Student
Aid will leave 875 Seattle University students facing problems next
Fall Quarter.
James White, Directorof Student
Financial Services, reported this
week that 30 percent of the return-

BROOKE KEMPNER / LEAD STORYEDITOR

Construction on the new StudentUnion Buildinggotfully underway this week with the demolition
ofthe Seattle City LightBuildingby theLemieuxLibrary. The crosswalk across JamesSt.from the
lowermall to the Murphy Apartments is being shut down this week.

Housing Demand Survey might
spur new building projects at SU
Scan Reid
Staff Reporter

percent were full-time juniors or
seniors,and 16.9 percent werefull-

time staffmembers. Theremainder
On April 16, Seattle University consistedofLawstudents,graduate
students and faculty received ane- students,andpart-time studentsand
mail asking them to fill out an on- staff.
e survey seekingto gaminputon
Questions inthe survey askedSU
rrent housing on and nearcam- students how happythey were with
pus. The HousingDemandSurvey their currentstate of housing,what
wasdistributed under acommittee factors contribute to their possible
consisting of Jerry Pederson, Liz disatisfaction,reasonsfor livingoffSkofield, Anna Sesdrich, Bonnie campus and others. About 32 perCrone and Judi Sharpe to find out cent of those surveyed expressed
what types of housingstudents and some disatisfaciton with their curfaculty wantas well asother factors rent housing situation, while 51.2
whichinfluencebothgroups' choice percent were satisfied, with 16.4
percentneutral.
of residence.
The survey, designed by a
Of the problems listedon the surInfopoll, a companybasedin Nova vey, 19.9 percent stated that their
Scotia, wasavailable tobe filled out housing unitis too small, 15.6 perfrom April 17 to April 27. A totalof cent expressedprivacyissues, 13.1
1,332 responses were gained from percent complained of noise, 11
the survey, which according to percentcitedexpenseproblemsand
Pederson, represents a rough 20 10 percent spoke of toolittle parkpercent of the SU community. Of ing.Other factors ranged from tenthisnumber, 27.6percentwere full- ant rules to prohibition of pets to
time freshmen or sophomores, 22.9 lack of repairs.
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ing studentbody whoreceivefinancialaidhaveyetto filetheirFAFSA
for the 2001-2002 academic year.
White explainedthat these stuilentswUVcMcwtuaVV^ f\\eAVw \v f^wxn^.
However, the student whoprocrastinatesmaysuffer in two ways.
"There aresome types of monies
which run out," White said. "We
have already spent all our Perkins
Loanmoney."
The Perkins Loanis a low-interest sourceof repayable aid.But this
loan is not the onlymoney that can
run out. White also explained that

the work-studymoneyis dwindling,

the first day of Fall Quarter if the
FAFSA form was turnedin late.
"What we run into are students
on the first day of school who are
angry at us," White explained.
"What they are not thinking is
that if they had given us six more
months, or even two, they would
not be in this situation."
Students whohave SUaid arenot
asaffected as those whorelymainly
on federally allocated funds. The
risks oflosingSUgrants areminusculebecause they aredependenton
GPA and courseload standards.
be ready on the first day ofschool.
Thisresults ina $100 latefee that in
the past was not always enforced.
White recalls that about five years
ago a differentpolicy was inplace.
IftheFAFSA wasnot filledthanno
money, SU or other, couldbe dis-

pensed White thinks this plan was
roughonthosewhomissedthe deadline, even if only by oneday.
Last year late FAFSA's made a
largeleapinnumbers, andthis year
the trends have continued. White
theorizes that since the deadline is
no longercontrolling allthe money,
students are more lackadaisical
about the urgency of this form.

and comeFall Quarter itmay notbe
an option for students who were
relying on such funds.
When askedif the university ofWhite also warns that arepeatof
fered additional apartments on or thisstudentdissatisfaction with SFS
near campus that wouldrent for 10 may berelivedin the fall.
percentless than the local rate, an
According to White, the prob- White mentioned that maybe the
overwhelmingmajority of73.4per- lemsthathave beenrumoredabout other policy might have to come
cent of those surveyed expressed SFS are in direct correlation with back if this trendcontinues.
late FAFSA forms.The office may
See Housing on page 3 not be able to generate money by
See FAFSA on page 4

Senior art abounds

Tuesday markedthe beginningofthe Senior Art Show, which runsuntilJune 14. It includes two
drama productions, a videa production and the Vashon Room and the Kinsey Gallery
showcasing the work of this year's Fine Arts seniors. For the full story seepage 10 in A&E.
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Campus life to head in new direction
lisa Thompson
StaffReporter

She addedthat duringher timeat
During the next year, Skofield onto SU's urban campus has also
plans to step back and see where influenced her work. "The Jesuit SUshe hasbeen confronted with a
she is.She is pondering the possi- mission wasanother factor thatkept number of questions that she had
Liz Skofield knew nothing about bility of pursuing a doctorate in me here. Irespect both the Jesuit been looking for answers for.
the Jesuits when she first came to higher education,orsomethingelse. mission and what they stand for,"
Skofield has certainly experiSeattle University. Having just
moved from Washington D.C.
where she worked at American
University,and in needof ajob,she
HAVE LEARNED A LOT SINCE CAME HERE, BOTH
applied at SU and washired as the
Associate Director of the Career
PROFESSIONALLY AND
Center.
!he recalls asking one of her
Liz Skofield,Director of Campus life
friends,who was Catholic,what she
neededto know before her first day
at work. As she was talking to her
friend, shementioned thatSU wasa
Among other things, Skofield Skofield said.
enced many aspectsofSU throughjob
Her
SUhas
been
more
than
a
out her career.
positive
motivating
just
Jesuit school.
friend's
credits the students for
Skofield;
to
at
In 1992, she took her first job on
stay
always
long.
place
reaction was one which she
her
SUfor so
for
it has been a
a
the
as the AssociateDirectorof
respect
grown
campus
professionremembered.
"I have lot of
for
where she has
Nine years and four positions students who studyhere. Itis a reaj ally and learned about herself.
the Career Development Center.
later, Skofield is leaving SU.
pleasure working with them and
"Ihavelearned alot since Icame After three years, she moved on to
"I am at a point where I
need a getting to know them," Skofield here, bothprofessionally andspiri- Direct Pathways, a program geared
little bit of a break.Iam hoping to said.
tually. Not that they tell you that toward first year students.
givemyself ayear without working,
Not only have the students kept you have to become Catholic, but
"We would do things like small
sort of a sabbatical," laughed Skofield at SU, but the religious they ask you whether or not you group activities so students could
Skofield, who added, "professors organization whichsheknew noth- reflect your own faith," Skofield get inandmake some connections.
get them, but not staff members."
ing about when she first stepped said.
The Office of New Student Pro-

"I

I
SPIRITUALLY,"

«velopment

grams doesthis now,"Skofieldsaid.
During the third phase of her career, Skofield served as the Director oftheOfficeofStudent Involvement. From there she moved on to
her current job,Director ofCampus
Life, which she has had for three
years.

As director of Campus Life she
supervisesResidential Living,New
Student Programs, Leadership and
Service and Student Activities.
She also supervises leadership
andcelebratoryprogramming which
include programs such as Student
Recognition Awards,WebsofLeadership and Student Speak-Outs.
"Ihave really grown professionally during the last nine years,"
Skofield said. "I'vehandledalotof
different areas,many of them during time of transition."
"It has given me a great respect
forhow challenging it is to manage
a group of people... itis not easy to
keepa wholegroup offolksmoving
inthe right direction."

Teacher to recieve outstanding award
The nominees are:
AMY BARANSKI

scriptions of students' interaction
withtheir teachers inandout of the

News Editor

classroom.

The Arts and Sciences College

Any student in the university
Society has selected a recipient for could nominateanyprofessor from
the 2000-2001 College of Arts and the College of Arts and Sciences.
Sciences Outstanding Teacher The CollegeSociety found that the
Award.
rep\y was far greaterthan they had
This awardis student nominated anticipated.Theyreceived 35nomi-

and student selected. The College
Society culled the award winner
from 22nominations.
"The process of selecting the recipient of the 2000-2001 College of
Arts and Sciences Outstanding
Teacher Award was a rewarding
and inspiring experience," junior
Deanna Driver said.
The recipient will be announced
tomorrow at noon in the Casey
Atrium,andallare invited toattend.
Becca Thalberg, Meg Matthews
and Josh Russert, all members of
College Society,created the nomination form, requiringthe nominating student to reflect and write at
length about his or her teacher.
They read through lengthy de-

nations for 22 teachers.
A committee of 10 people read
through thenominations and found
it difficult to selectone outstanding
teacher in the field.
"We found ourselves seeking a
teacher who was notonly excellent
in the classroom, but also spent
many hours outside class working
with students," Driver explained.

Another important factor that the
selection committee used in their
decision wasthe teacher's commitment to the University's Mission

Statement.
"The choice was tough, but the
final selection wasa teacher we all
agreeddeserved the honor,"Driver
said.

Tim Amen

Geoffrey Grosshans
English

MichaelMatriotti
Philosophy

SvenArvidson
Philosophy

Jaqueline Harden

MarkMcLeod

Sociology

History

JohnBean
English

Thomas Jeannot
Philosophy

JeffPhilpott

Communication

Gary Chamberlain

Theology

MichaelKelliher
Criminal Justice

Andrew Tadie
English

Teresa Earenfight
History

Jodi Kelly
Theology

Mark West
Communication

Josh Foster
English

Kathleen LaVoy
Psychology

Richard Young
Political Science

AnunciacidnGimeno
Spanish

Kari Lerum
Sociology

The winner will beannounced at noon tomorrow
in the Casey Atrium.

Political Science

May 31: TheSpectator's
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Registrar position changes hands
Clarence Regaldo
Staffßeporter

cause I've been a registrar since I Enrollment Services for three years, mation of Student Financial Serwas 21," Sullivan admitted, "but The two positions are being sepa- vices

Dannette Sullivanwill beleaving
the Registrar's Office next month
to focus onbeing Assistant Provost

"It wasa difficult decision because I've been a registrar
since iwas 21."

for EnrollmentServices.

Sullivanhaspsent thelast 14years
as SeattleUniversity'sRegistrar and
feels that it is time for her to step
back and focus on being Assistant

Dannette Sullivan,University Registrar

clude allclasses,create morerobust
programs and integrate webapplication to the enrollment process.
"I can't say which job is more
difficultbecause theybothhavetheir
degree of challenge," Sullivan explained.

As Assitant Provost for Enroll-

ment Services, Sullivan manages
the support services for any techni-

cal, reporting and data filing ser-

Provost.
Georgia Mcßae, director of En-

vices for EnrollmentServices.

being Assitant Provost provides
Services,
rollment
will take over much opportunity for SU."
on
June 1.
She has been both University
position
Sullivan's
"It was a difficult decision be- Registrar and Assistant Provostfor

ratedbecause of department recon-

tionof Undergraduate and Gradu-

Sulli van wants topursuesome of
the important initiatives inEnrollment Services, like expanding the

ate Admissions and the recent for-

Office ofFreshmanSuccess to in-

struction, including the combina-

She also trains employees on
Datatel (student information),and
the FamilyRights and PrivacyAct.

Housing: students, faculty express a need for cheaper rent
trom pave one

interest in living in such housing.
Pederson stated the survey came
in part from the success of the
Murphy Apartments, but also from
the presence of a waiting list for
rooms in the complex and recent
overcrowdingintheresidencehalls.
"What that's telling us is the demand for housing is greater than
whatwe'vebeenable to supply for
housing," Pederson said.
He also explained how housing
costs play a major factor in attractingpotential new faculty members
to the SU campus,either from in or
out of state.

Pederson saidthat ifSUcanoffer
competitive or lower housing rates
compared tootherapartmentsinthe
Capitol Hill area, it will help to

eliminate thebarrier thatkeepssome division SU students, 40.5 percent
Anoutsideconsultant from acom- 5Ubxecutiye 1earnon what typeot
professors fromliving inSeattle to responded negatively, while 29.1 pany named Kellner & Associates housing structure for what certain
percent were positive and 30.4 per- will tabulate theresultsinto a more niche should be built, if any.
teach at SU.
Faculty and staff surveyed and cent said "maybe."
thorough document for the cornThe Executive Team will conansweredparticular quessider the recommendation
at a retreat in June.
tions targeted to this isHowever,thepossibility
sue.
majority
A
of45.2 per
demand for housing is greater than what of a confirmed new housing project is still in doubt
cent of those who were
involved in the recruit
able
as the ExecutiveTeammay
been
to
mentofnew faculty stated
decide to ask the commitpederson, associate vice president of
jerry
thelackofaffordable
tee for further investigathat
tion, instead of giving the
FacilitiesAdministration
housing has proven sig
nificantly detrimental to
go ahead for construction.
their efforts. Other facstated that posulty answered questions concern-iFacultyweremore acceptingof a mittee, which willyieldamore spesites for construction on the
il building that would occupy gradu- cific analysis within each demompus include the parkinglot
ing living conditions in potential
, ate andlaw students, with 49.3 per- graphic.
east of the Chapel of St. /gnatius
residential housing.
When asked if they would be: cent in favor, 32.9 percent saying
Based upon this upcomingdocu- and the recentlyacquiredfencedlot
willing to living in a building thatt "maybe" and 17.9 percent saying ment, the committeemembers will on the corner of 12th and Cherry

"the

supply/

we've

EPederson

.

formulatea recommendationto the

i "no."
wouldalso be occupiedby upper

BenSchumacher's name misspelled in the May 17issue of The
Spectator. Theeditors apologize for this mistake.
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Commencement just around the corner
TABITHA BITANGA
Staff Reporter
This year's senior class has different opinionsabout theupcoming
June 10, Undergraduate Commencement Ceremony.
As the year is simmeringdown,
and thesunbeginsto welcome summer, the graduating class of 2001 is
making some last minute preparations before they depart.
TheCommencement Committee
anticipates that this year's ceremony
will onlybe twohours long,leaving
many students happy with the results.
"Iam reallylooking forward to it.
Ialso expect thatour ceremony will
be a lot shorter than theyusually are
since it doesn't include graduate
students," senior Katy Biagi, marketing major, said.
For thefirst time,Seattle Univer-

sity will hold two separate commencement ceremonies, splitting
the graduate andundergraduatestudents.Bothceremoniesare goingto
be held on June 10, in the Seattle
Center's Mercer
Arena. The Undergraduate
Commencement
Ceremony will
beheld at 10a.m.
andthe Graduate
Commencement
Ceremony at 3

"Iam really looking forward to free food while saying some last at 3 p.m.
Although there have been many
thosestudents whoare representing words to the graduates.
at
"I
that
made for this event,
promote
speaking
graduapreparations
feel
this will
facour class by
tion," Biagi said.
ulty and staff to stay and socialize there arealso students who care not
Unlike previouscommencement withbothstudentsand parents.Free to take part inany of the festivities.
Graduating is a great honor for
food always
gets them," many,butsome donot feeltheneed
Adam Albach, toattend the ceremony to acknowla senior En- edge their great achievement.
general
glish major
"Ihave noneed ordesire to walk.
Iknow Idid it; my family knows I
said.
Like many didit.It's just a ceremony," senior
ALNAJJAR, SENIOR,PSYCHOLOGY other com- Ryan Moore a communication mamencement jor said.
As the yearis coming toanend,it
ceremonies,
ceremonies, therehave been many there are two significant events be- will be time to send off another
graduating class at SU.
positive changes made that will fore the big day.
hopefully invite more of the SU
Although some are excited to be
SU'sAlumni Association willbe
community.
hosting theCommencementBrunch overwith school, many are curious
Aside from the first shortened on June 9, at 11:30 a.m. in the to see what the real world has in
store for them.
ceremony, a reception willbe held Campion Ballroom.
immediately after in the Seattle
Following later in the afternoon
Senior Jamelia Alnajjar a psyCenter'sNorthwest Rooms. At this is the Baccalaureate Mass, which chology major said, "I'mnervous.
time, everyone is invited to enjoy will be heldinSt. James Cathedral That's a general consensus."

"I'm nervous. That's a
consensus."

JAMELIA

p.m

Admission for both ceremonies
willbe by ticket only. Each graduateis allotted eight ticketsfor friends
and family.
During the undergraduate commencement ceremony, there will
only be one student speaker this
year, seniorKatie Ching abiochemistry major.

FASFA: getting the money means turning theform in on time
From page one

SFS has made several attempts to
inform students of the FASFA Feb.

studentsabouttheFAFSA.Students
who do not check their e-mail still
1 deadline.
hadtheopportunity to seeoneofthe
Notification wassent threetimes mailings. Students are strongly enviae-mail.A postcard wasalso sent couraged to check their SU e-mail
to parents. The department of edu- accounts sincelast Fall Quarter the
cationalso sent outreminders toall schoolmoved to e-mail communi-

cation for almost all SU information. For off campus students who
havenoInternet access, White recommends that they visit oneof the
labs often to keepup on deadlines,
evenduring the summer.
White explainsthatSFS gets alot

of unnecessaryflack, butitis not all
due to late FAFSA's.
"Alot ofthe problems comefrom
the students' delay in the process,"
White said. "Students are not responding in a timely way,but the
other thing that affects the process

are dramatic changes intheir regis-

tration patterns."
He said thatearlyregistration al-

lows SFS to verify students' course
loads. When students wait toolong
to register then SFS can't verify
their course load in time.

SECURITY REPORT
AUSTIN BURTON
StaffReporter

It just doesn't add
up
Monday: 5-14-01

A student reported to Campus
Public Safelyihat his calculatorhad

work area in the Engineering
building's computer lab to get a
print order.
Thestaffperson whocalledinthe
incident said that he was trying to
get the papers when the "student"
walkedbehind the lab coordinator
and tried to takethe papers directly
out ofhis hand.

The staff member blocked the
been stolen froma classroomin the
attemptand insteadhandedthe perBarmanbuilding.
The student left the calculator in son their print order. The"student"
the room and returned two hours left a few minutes later.
later to find it missing. The item
was valued around $200.
UJho stole my

E.Columbia garage.Missingitems
Light in the head
included stereoequipment, a purse
andCDs.
Thursday: 5-17-01
There were no signs of forced
A woman collapsed in the
entry,but a setof keysfor the same
woman'srestroominSullivanHall.
make of vehicle were found in the
ShetoldCPSthat shehadfainted
ignition that did not belong to the
and thenextthing sheknew she was
owner.
on the floor.

Who stole his

$%
Thursday: 5-17-01

a possible alcohol violation.
Eight people were found to be in
theresident room,whereCPSfound
half a case of empty beer containers.
Uponfurther investigation,marijuana, two pieces of "pea-sized"
hashish and twopropane tanks were
and confiscated.
When it was discoveredthat she discovered
was forwarded to
The
incident
had hit herhead ona counteronthe
the
studentconduct
system.
way down, a Seattle Fire Department unit was called. The woman
wasexaminedandreleased withthe
recommendationof seekingfurther
medical assistance.
Cajun cook-out

Another auto prowl involved the
truck of another campus commuPatience
Drugs, beer, and
Sunday: 5-20-01
nity member.
Thursday: 5-17-01
Daniel-son
gas?
CDs,
stereo
CPSstaffrespondedtoa firealarm
reported
Theowner
At around 3:30 p.m., an auto equipment, sunglasses and a radar
that originated from a resident's
Monday: 5-14-01
prowl was called in to CPS.
roominBellarmineHall.The occudetector missing. Signs of tamper- Saturday:5-19-01
CPS received a reportof a "stuThe victimhad parkedhis caron ing werespottedaroundthe passenAt 1:15 a.m., CPSreceived acall pant said that there wasno fire,and
dent looking"personenteringa staff the sixth floorof the Broadway and ger door and window area.
from aCampionHall RA regarding that burnt food was the problem.

$%

...

Commencement Issue
Seniors offer reflections of their journeys at Seattle University in the
next issue ofThe Spectator.
The Spectator " May 24, 2001
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Engineering

A lecturerin theFine

Engineers present
Arts Department will
screen filmsby Chinese theirsenior projectsone
-director Zhang Yimou week from today.
in Wyckoff at7 p.m.
Presentations will beCall (206) 296-5360 gin at 9 a.m. in the
for more information.
Lemieux Library.
SeC:
httP
»
www.seattleu.edu/
Byron flu
scUng/engpc for more
Voting
information.
CheckoutmeSeattle
..„
R
Registration
ArtMuseumdowntown
at s*opm.Admission
Registration starts toiss7
day so pick up a listing
Senior flrt ShOlll of Fall Quarter classes
by the Registrar'soffice
See article on the se- in the University ServicesBuilding.Registraturesectionof77K?Sp<?c- tion times were sent out
viae-mail socheck your
\tator pages eight and inbox.
nine

J",

-

Iniorartshowinthefea-

Botch

Monday
~
f^
K. 5/28

*
m
Marianas

Join members of the
No Classes!Go play
Seattle University com- in the sunor stomp in a
munity in worship at the puddle.
Chapel of St. Ignatius.
Or you could study.
Services are offered at
11a.m. and 9 p.m.
Butterflies and
Blooms

DauidGray3

EnjoyparadiseFiesta,
2001 in the Campion
Ballroonr
TTieChant of the Islands" is the theme of
the party.Doorsopen at
5
Admissionis $10 per
student and $12 for the
general public.
Tickets are on sale at
the Campus Assistance
Center.

J^

Memorial Day

Mass

Plays with Himsa,
Harkonen and Pretty
GirlsMakeGraves atthe
Paradox.
The show starts at 8
p.m. Admission is $8.

:3OpS.

Sunday
5/27

5
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Performstonight at the
MooreTheater

Calling
B all butterfly

f

Check out the annual
for ticket prices and butterfly exhibit at the
times
WoodlandParkZoo.lt
will give
win
riveyou tnecnance
the chance
Ugh tent
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Calendar Items

If you'd like to see
your eventlisted on this c
weekly calendar please
send information to

!??hat could be better/
'?

*" t 30U 7t
t

tuwstips@seattleu.edu

'

Tuesday
5/29

k.

5/38

Tae Ktuon Do

I

fISSU

Joinother community
members from 6:15 to
7:30p.m.intheConnolly
Center. J. StephenRiley
will be instructing the
classes.

Come to the ASSU

-

meeting at 7:45 p.m. m

"8ott 102

flmnesty
International

SponsorsFredMiller
who will speak in
Plays at Graceland Bellarmine 1891 at 7 j
P-m.onmshumannghts
located at 109 Eastlake
work m Mexico with
Aye.E. near REI.
v1Ctims.
torture
They're apparently a
The Spectator
punkband.
Call ,
381-3094 for
This is your last
informatlOn
chance to witness the
miracle thatoccurseach
The Posies
Wednesdayevening,as
Roderick,
The Spectator staff asPlay with
Jon,
Hana at the sembles this publicaKen&
CrocodileCafe. Admis- tion, until midnight in
the lower SUB.
sionisslo.

fllkaline Trio

-

"""*

Amnesty finds its way back to SU
AMY JENNIGES

it," Shandrow

said.
"Finally I
foundFather Leigh."
Thegroup heldtheirfirst meetTheSeattle Universitychapterof ing three weeks ago, with 25
the international human rights or- peoplein attendance. Their first
ganization Amnesty International on-campus event was yesterday,
has experienceda rebirth this year. when Aaron Clifton spoke on
Amnesty International was last women's rights.
active onSU's campus three years
"We want to get interest go-

Managing Editor

Universal Declaration of Human
Rights and otherinternational standards.
"In particular, Amnesty International campaigns to freeall prisoners of conscience, ensure fair and
prompt trials forpoliticalprisoners,
abolish the death penalty, torture
andother cruel treatmentof prison-

ers,end politicalkillings anddisappearances andoppose human rights
abuses by opposition groups," the
Amnesty International website explains.
The SU chapter is also working
with the Universityof Washington
chapter to pool resources in their
work towardhuman rights.

The group has put together an
information sheet on human rights
actions occurringin theSeattle area,
whichcanbeobtained by writingto
aiseattleu@hotmail.com.
Shandrow willbearoundfor part
of the summer working with the
UW chapter and further organizing
the SU group.

ago, under the guidance of Father ing," Wozniak said. "We're getDavidLeigh,SJ. WhenFatherLeigh ting the ball rolling, and hopewent on sabbatical and most ofthe fully we can be an all out Am-

student leaders of the club gradu-

nesty group nextyear."

NextWednesday thegroup will
hostFred Miller, who will speak
campus.
Shandrow,
in Bellarmine 1891 at 7 p.m. on
Sophomore Rebecca
major,
a political science
looked for human rights inMexico,specifion
campus cally his work with torture vicchapter
group
of the
a
this year, and when she couldn't tims.
Amnesty International,accordfind one she joinedsophomore Jeff
Wozniak, aliberal studies major, to ingto theirmission statement,is a
worldwide campaigning moverebuild the club.
"Icouldn't find any flyers for ment that works topromoteallthe
meetings,or any information about human rights enshrined in the
ated, the club lost its foothold on

EXECUTIVE EXTENDED STAY
The Executive Extended Stay Hotel of-

fers great value and comfort that you
deserve with the location that you require. Located just three blocks from
Seattle University campus and minutes
from the central downtown area. Our
suites offer generous living space with
fully equipped kitchens. Other amenities
include outdoor Jacuzzi, fitness room and
complementary parking.
Call 1 800 906-6226 for rates and availability.

you know that little voice
inside that says "I can't"?
this summer,

Bring your "can-do" attitude to Camp Challenge. Where
you'll get paid to learn how to become a leader and acquire
skills that'll help you meet the challenges you'll face in your

career. Apply today at the Army ROTC department, with no
obligation. Before that voice tells you to take a vacation.

|L^£iuj&flE
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ARMY ROIC Unlike any other college course you can take.
2 Year Scholarships Available!
Call 296-6430 for information.
"
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Editorial
Hank Durand to
leave SU
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Although it has not officially been announced to the student
body, The Spectator is saddened to inform the SU campus community thatDr.Hank Durand,VicePresident forStudent Development, has resigned from his position. The official reason
given for Dr. Durand's unexpecteddeparture is thatDr.Durand
believes that new leadership is needed to oversee Seattle
University's continuance of the Strategic Plan over the next few
years.
However, The Spectator did not learn of this story in time to
reach the parties involved, Dr. Hank Durand and University
President Father Stephen Sundburg, SJ could not be reached at
press time for comment.
Whatever the reasons behindhis decision to resign,Dr. Hank
Durand willbe greatly missed by allof the SU campus community, but especially the students in whose name he works so
tirelessly. It was under Mr. Durand's guidance that the new
student center, which will be the future hub of student life on
campus, was planned and construction recently began. It is
unfortunate thatDr.Durand will not be able to see the fruition
of years of hard work as construction will obviously not be
finished by the time he leaves SU.
If the loss of Dr. Durand's administrative guidance and hard
work will be missed, surely his people skills and relations with
the students willbeevenmore.He wasa friend toall students on
campus through his official position byfunding clubs,but more
importantly, he is friend to all.
Whenever he crossescampus, countless students smile, wave
and greet him by his first name. Dr. Durand was always a
member of SU administration who students felt they could talk
to about important issues affecting campus and see results.
Thesearch for Dr. Durand's replacement will beginimmediately, with an interim replacement already named. While Dr.
Durand's replacement may turn out to behis equal or better in
pureadministrativeskill,itseemsunlikely that anyoneoccupying the position of Vice President of Student Development will
equal his rapport with studentsfor some time.It took anextraordinary maneight years toreach this important levelof trust and
friendship with the student body,and it remains to be seeif this
magic can happen again.
For whatit's worth, The Spectator would like to encourage the
schooladministration to do whatever it can to keep Dr.Durand.
But in the end,Dr. Durand's decision is his, and it is doubtful a
decision of this gravity can be reversed, even if it would be in
SU's best interest to keep Mr. Durand around for as long as it
can.
We'll all miss you, Hank.
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the Editor
Quadstock
and
Alcohol

students,

"Alcohol is completely

acceptable at this event." Idon't

think it should be. Alcohol propels
thekindof revolting behavior wit-

nessed oncampus two weeks ago.
I
wouldfirst liketo thank Jesson
Iagree with the Spectator's editorialstaff
in that Quadstock as an
Letter
to
Mata for his well-written
the Editorlast week. His message event this year was disappointing
neededsaying, andI'm glad he said and poorly run. Perhaps bringing
itinsuch a reasonable and compas- back suchactivities as the barbeque
and carnival-like games would
sionate fashion.
Hall,
As an RA in Bellarmine
I lessen the degreeof drunkeness, or
foundQuadstock this yearmore dis- at the very least, encourage fun

minusalcohol.Onthe whole,I
think

Mr. Mata is correct in saying we
needto take collective responsibility. Many peopleI
talked to about
the concert said they hadlots of fun,
but many also said that the crowd
was just too drunk.
Please, please, please, let's all
work to dispel the unsaid assump-

tion that on Quadstock night, the
local hospitals will be filled with
SUstudents needing theirstomachs
pumped. For the sake of our city,
university, campus, residence hall

Staff writers:Carl Bergquist,
Austin Burton, JakeFaris,

CherylFarrish, ShantiHahler,

Jamila Johnson,U-Wen Lee
andScan Reid

The Spectator is the official student newspaper of Seattle
University. It is published every Thursday,except during
holidays andexamination periods, for a total of 28 issues during
the 2000-2001 academic year.

not to mention detrimental to the
hallcommunity. Gettingdrunk can
be fun, sure, do it, but don't go
staggering around campus at 3 in
the afternoon.
In terms of action, Iagree with
Mr. Mata completely. Though
there'sno way to make people stop
drinking, there are ways for the
university to send the message that
it's not okay. Iagree that the Beer
Garden,orCage,or whatever,is not

"

The Spectator welcomes Letters to the
Editor.
Letters should be
typed and submitted no later than the

Mondaybeforepublication.
Alllettersmust include the author's
name and daytime
phone number for
verification purposes.
Letters may be
submitted via any of
the methods in the
boxbelow,or inperson at the Spectator
offices in the lower
SUB.

and floor communities.

rassing forthe wholeschool,much
lesstheundergradcommunity when
drunken undergrads harass graduating law students at their BaccalaureateMass. A fightinBellarmine
lobby in whicha table wasbroken is
embarrassingfor the wholeschool,

TomisGuillen, Advisor

POSTMASTER:Send address changes to: The Spectator,Seattle
University,900 Broadway,Seattle, WA 98122. U.S.P.S. No.2783

necessary. Furthermore, it says to

in the middle of the day, is embar-

Manager
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to

Letters

Eva Wolff
tivebehavior on Quadstock night. Junior, history
Sure, underage drinking happens,
and sure, it happens on campus.
E-Mail :
But public drunkenness, especially
~

Keeping Watch Since 1933
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turbing than ever. I
think thedifference was that this year, Iwas actually in thedorms and ondutyduring
Quadstock night. Sadly, my nightmare for Quadstock night was not
having 50 illegal substance incidents in one night, but wouldhave
been having any resident carried
TheSpectatorEditorialBoard consists of Katie Ching, Amy away from my floors by medics.
My primary objective was not to
Jennices and Jim Rennie. Signed commentaries reflect the maintain community standards
as
opinions of the authors and not necessarily those of the
usual, buttokeep anyonefrom seriSpectator , Seattle University or its student body.
ous harm.
True, this is always a basic objective,but notachief concern the way
was,quite frankly,
it wasthatnight.I
absolutely
disgustedby
our collecSeattle -*— U miversity

fm Spectator
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Opinion

The death penalty should be abolished
Jamila
Johnson
Spectator Columnist
Have youheard thelatest scoop
on McVeigh? They are going to
televise hislast urination for public viewing. No, actually that is a
flat out blatant lie, at least Ihope
so, but it holds about as much
validity as saying that Ihad been
paying attention to this sick and
twisted individual.
For a long time wehave heard
bitsandpieces of the arrest, atrocities and trial ofa man who committed one of the worst terrorist
acts uponU.S. soil.Ihave chosen
to disregard most of it because I
belong to the trainof thought that
believes that this man can falloff
the earth and Iwould not blink,
except when televised. Someone
whocan cause somuch damage to
so many families andend thelives
of so many people does not deserve my respect, much less an
ounceof my attention.So whyam

Ithink the notionof televising his

death is thesickest idea yet to roll
out of a society. Iam opposed to
the death penalty for racial and a
few ethical reasons, but most all I
object to the viewingofanexecution by victims' families.
Ithink.it ismonstrous forpeople
whoare sane to want to watch the
ending of another life. Iunderstand that watching a death could
bring some closure to a traumatized family, but this closure is
just as attainable from a nice well-

the minds of whatever crackpots
thought up this astoundingly immoral plan?
Wasitthe poor,overbookedexecution venue? Idoubt it. Was it
to give those who mourned all
over the country closure? Not
likely.Does the government want
to make an example of McVeigh
to terrify children out of growing
up to be the big bad terrorist who
blew an Oklahoma government
building up? Of course it is.
Examples are sometimes necessary, but this is a perfect ex-

/

watch the execution if given the
opportunity.Iobject to theethical
slaughter involved in showing a
man of flesh and blood die on
national television.It shows a society void of any dignity, but it
wouldhave wonderful ratings.
The secondreason Ifelt compelled to ramble about McVeigh
has to do with the F.8.1. The
American public has very few resources to check up on the F.8.1,
nor does the average Joe really
givea darn.When theF.8.1, "lost"

doomed

Noone willadmit lost evidence
ona homeless manor a janitor, or
the guyon thebus whois being or
was charged for some offence under F.8.1jurisdiction.Ifthe F.8.1,
cannothandle acase that the whole
country is exposed to, then what
happens to the secret cases that no

one sees?

These twoissues areimmense,
and as much as I will try not to

bring up McVeigh again in this
lifetime, Iwill not beable to forthen"found" a loadfull ofunseen get them. Iam stunned, shocked
andnauseated by both, andIhope
Iam not the only one.Iwould be
curious to know what the mother
of one of the children in the
THINK IT IS MONSTROUS FOR PEOPLE
daycare center thought. ButIhave
not tried to relate to heroften.I
am
WHO ARE SANE TO WANT TO WATCH
trying to disregard the junk that
has fallen into the McVeigh saga
THE ENDING OF ANOTHER LIFE.

typedofficialletter.Americawake
up! People are attending witch
burnings, and not only do we call
it closure, but we think about air- ample of how a country would
ing it where children can watch a muchrather teach its citizens that
real person die before their eyes. an action has a reaction, than to
While thecriminal justice sys- teach whatis wrong and right.
tem hands a small crowd their
Thisis not a free speech issue
popcornandprogram for the event, (I direct this last comment to all
atleast the numberof people view- those wholove to pull out of thin
Iwriting this column?
ing this awful scenariois limited. text that Iam against free speech
Well, for two reasons. First of However, to possibly even pub- ande-mail me lines out of context
all, because although Ibelieve licly entertain a televised live ex- of the column).McVeigh'spublic
McVeighcould fall offthe face of ecution is a sci-fi book gone speeches are fine with me because
the earth without a tear from me, wrong. What was going through Itune themout.Ialso wouldnever

and unfortunately that becomes

her as well. Would she watch?
Could Ihave any respect or sympathy
documentation on acase in which
for her if she did? Idon't
the defendant had admitted guilt think Icould, and whatever rewethink "oh what a shame,but he spectI
could muster for the F.8.1,
now
guilty."
is still
is
"lost" under their sheer
We then proceed to the SUB, incompetence.
buy a cup of migrant friendly coffee andgo on with our lives.However, someone out there has a lot
riding on F.8.1, information, and Jamila Johnson is a freshman
if a case that wasas public as this majoring in journalism. Her eone can haveso manyflaws, some- mail
address
is:
one who no one cares about is tchippie23@hotmail.com.

Small annoyances that must be stopped
high profile protests are those
against the WTO andthe FTA.
My major problem with these
protests were that alot of people
who were against these organizations didn't even know what the
hell they were protesting. It was
just anexcuse to break stuff,score
some free shoes, flash your puppies and maybe get on TV.
Iaccidentally found myself
downtown on the one-year anniversary of the WTO protest, and
what I
noticed were a lot of people
willing to take a nightstick across
their face for the well-being of a
turtle, but at the same time step-

Austin
Burton
Spectator Columnist
Columnistshave areputation for
negativity. It's not too hard to see
how this came about, considering
that it'srare that you find a positive column.Most columns are, if
not plain brutal, at least critical.
You can blame the media or the
readers, but for whatever reason,
bad news and negative viewpoints
are more interesting. That is why
the first 20minutes of a 30 minute
newscast are devoted to death, destruction and gossip, while sports,
weather and the corny feel-good
story are given just 10 minutes of
exposure.
With thisin mind,Itried to write
a positivecolumn this week.Iwas
not successful. Instead, Iwentthe
complete opposite andmade out a
list of things that Ifeel most negative about.
These are the thingsinthe world
that annoy memore thananything,
in no particular order:
Panhandlers who don't know
what they'redoing.There's a guy
who Isee downtownnearly every
timeI'mdown there.Hestands on
the corner, facing the street and
waits for a red light to startasking
drivers for money.
Ihave never seen him actually
know
get any money,andIthink I

For one,not waiting until things oneall the way down Denny Way
are broken to fix them mighthelp. from Broadwayto downtown.
Peopledon't want todestroytheir
The second simple solution
planet,
to
the
but no one wants to walk
open
would be
stairwells.
But that might, you know, make around holding a McDonald's bag
peopleget inshape or something forever.
Maybethecity should take some
It seems that simple solutions
are not very popular around here. of the money they collect from
If the residence halls are over- littering tickets and put some trash

crowded, don't make sophomores
why. He stands on the wrong side
live in them.
of the street!
And if people are complaining
standing
Instead of
on the
they have to have someone let
intersection,
that
side
he
driver's
of the
Campion just so they can
theminto
nearest
winpassenger
is
to the
get something from TheCave, then
dow. Therefore if someone wants
make our campus cards accessible
togivehim money,they eitherhave
to allthree halls.It's
not like weall
to leanacross the car,hanging out
'
to
tgo
don
thesameschool
of the window to passover
anyway.
the loot. If they're traveling with a partner, they
Noadvertising.To me,
have touse theirpassenger
TRIED
TO
WRITE
A
POSITIVE
worse thanfalseadthisis
as the middle man in the
vertising.
I
know that just
transaction.
COLUMN THIS WEEK. WAS
sandSubway
eating
not
Now mostpeople are
to
going
wiches
isn't
make
willing to go through such
NOT SUCCESSFUL.
anyone lose weight (unlengths togetthis guy some
less you go broke after a
money, which Iwould
ping over homeless humans. month andcan't afford to eat),but
think he would realize by now
The other panhandler that an- There's just something twisted what would be most inconvenient
may notbe is if they didn't post the name of
noys me is the one whogets mad about thatinmy mind. I
when you don't give them some the mostcharitable person,butI'll the sandwich.
The last time I
went to Blockspare change. It's not like anyone help aperson out before Iget armonkey.
not
only
buster I
didn't know how
isobligated togivetocharity, which rested over a sea
'
Living
alsodidn t
Faulty
"charity"
elevators.
in much themovies cost,I
isexactlywhy it's called
and not "theIRS." The late Robin Bellarmine puts me right in the know when they were due. That's
Harris probably put itbest. "Spare thickofthis constant problem, as it annoying.
change? Why don' t you get a spare seems wehave at least onebroken
(Lackof) Public trashcans.Do
elevator permonth.
job?"
Maybe one busted elevator in you want to know why a lot of
Protestors. Back in the day Campion isn't so bad, but when people litter? It's because there
(well,I
wasn't alive,but you know oneof the two elevators is broken aren't any trash cans anywhere.
what Imean) people protested itcausesdrama. Thereare ofcourse
Now Inoticed and was actually
things like lack of civil rights and acouple of simple solutions to this surprised by the wealth of trash
inability to vote. Now, the most situation.
cans on campus, but try finding

—
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cans around this place.

Political correctness. IfIam an
African-American, what do you
call a Caucasian whois from Africa and now lives in America?
That person wouldbe more of an
African-American than Iam, seeing asI'yenever been within7,000
miles ofAfrica.

IfNeighborsisa gayclub, would
that make Ego a straight bar?
HerbalEssencescommercials.
So you have a woman sitting in a
circle of threeguys.She's screaming at them to "work it," in between moans of pleasure. During

all of this, we get closeup shots of
some off-white,creamy stuff making contact with her head.
Shouldn't Ibe paying $3.99 to
watch this?
Beingignorant justto be ignorant. Asking for condoms at the

Seattle University convenience
store is naive.Asking for hot sauce
at Dick's is just retarded.
Austin Burton is a freshman
majoring in journlaism. His eis
mail
address
@
1
seattleu.edu.
burtona
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FILMMAKERFORUM
All forum panels are $10 each.A full-series forum is $125.
The followingevents take place at the Broadway Performanc
Saturday,May 26, 10-11:30 a.m.

IsDigital theDeath of Cinema?
Saturday, June 2, 10- 11:30 a.m.
What is the Black Experience on Film?

-

SEAN REID

StaffReporter

Saturday, June 9, 10 11:30 a.m.

What 's a DocumentaryFor?

-

Saturday, June 9, 1 2:30 p.m.
Dragons on the doorstep: New Asian C

Wb.r to an outdoor summer

which will run at

kfe^tshi^^j

-

Friday, June 15, 1 2:30 p.m.

1976, SIFFhas flourished under

fcg^iigh^^^
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Bdance to become the largest in the United 2^

PTOsfrom
Bmcluding
the New

Quentin

a Secret
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TARANTINO TUTORIALS
'
Quentin Tarantino discusses thework of filmmaker William
All tutorial events take place at the Egyptian Theatre,805 Piii

Part three, $8
Fit June 15, 4p.m.
TheBonnie Parker Story
I ParatroopCommand

A
M

countries in this year's showcase. In additiorTt^^
IP^amii^^O
Festival to forums on filmmaking to even

What's a Film Critic For?

Part one, $8
Wed. June 13, 4 p.m.
Stranger at My Door
Eyes of Texas

&£
H
WB^^B

Film Festival— the palecity
ftks the beginning of the 27th-annual Seattle International
various venues in town until June 17.

Friday, June 15, 10 - 11:30 a.m.
What ever Happened to TalkingPictures?

TanH^^
director^^^

Director's Showcase, movies featured in the Asian Beat andtJr^H
on Film series, the shooting in Seattle showcase, a drive-in party, special actor and
and, when it's all over, an awards show. And oh yeah, there are 250 films.

wB\say,even if you're a die-hard moviegoer, you probably won't get to do it all in SIFF's
cinema. But, heck, try anyway and put your socalled "fun in the sun" to the side for

Wcrof

Part two, $8
Thu. June 14, 4 p.m.
TheOutcast
TheGolden Stallion

M
JM

about month.

PartyAnivesa
The
Part four, $10
Sat. June 16, 10 a.m.
Juvenile Jungle
SantaFe Passage
Followed by conversation wit!
Quentin Tarantino and Richan
Jameson

SPECIALEVENTS
OpeningNight Gala
(The AnniversaryParty) $35
withguests Alan Cumming and Jennifer Jason Leigh
Today,May 24, 7:30 p.m.
sth5 th Avenue Theater
Closing Night Gala
(Investigating Sex) $25
Sunday, June 17, 6:30 p.m.
Pacific Place

movie for the
This opening
International Film

Seattle
Festivalboasts ahighprofilecast of
A/an Cumming, Jennifer Jason

high enough with the presence of go on the backburner.
some touchy next-door neighbors.
After someoff-the-wall behavior
The filmmakes a fewhits of comedy by having snippy remarks be-

Gwyneth

Sallycandidlyrelease theirfeelings

Paltrow, Kevin Kline

and meet a revelationin their marriage. Perhaps the best image the

Leigh,

andParker Posey,but
it's a mish-mashed
and, at times, dull
pieceabout a recently
reunited wedded
couple, their friends
and the revealed ani-

film leaves is

PlatinumPass $750: Admission to all screenings withpriorit
seating,including Filmmakers Forum, Press screeningsand re
seats at Opening and Closing Galas. Twoinvitations for Festi1
reception. Does not include Secret Festival.
Full Series Pass $375: Admission to all public and press sera
except Opening Night, Secret Festival and Filmmakers Forum
Weekly Passes $125: Admission to all public screenings exce
Opening Night,Jean-JacquesBeineix Tribute, Secret Festival
Filmmakers Forum.

Cinematic Six-Packs $42: Admission to any six films $8 (or
Two tickets per film. Films must be selected at time of purcha
Student & Senior Reel Deals $25: Admission to any five filn
(or less). Films must be selected at time of purchase.Students
Seniors (+65) must present valid ID.
Secret Festival Memberships$25: Admissionto four Secret
Festival Screenings on Sundays at the Egyptian Theater at 11:!
AM. Members must sign agreementpromising not to disclose
information about the films show in the series.Film titles not
announceduntil show time. Two passes perperson.

at

the end, with the

house being cleaned up and shots
givenofempty roomsandthe couple
asleeptogether.Is it a restoration of
order orjust a return to the mask in
theirmarriage?

mositiesthatensue in

The movie handles the drawn-

the courseof all-night

out Esctasy scene realistically, and
theensemble ofactors work in their
roles, but The AnniversaryParty is

Cummingplaysthe

convolutedinits entirety.Cumming
is too outlandish to be taken seriously, and the film just goes nowhere. It shows the stupidity of
people under the influence and attempts some extreme drama, but it
takes on too many issues (marital

husband, Joe,

whose

relationshipwithwife,

Sally (Leigh) despite
being under the mask

FESTIVALPASSES

and a coupleofbrief trysts, the film
climaxes in a scene whereJoe and

of solidarity, is still
rocky. At the party,
Sally thinks Joe may
be making eyes at a guest. Sky
(Paltrow), who is also the actress
cast to play the lead role in the
movie based on Joe's book.
Tensions at the gatheringare also

movie about AfricanThisAmerican
woman who
clothing
and
an

works at a
store
"boosts" merchandise from other
storesonoffhours is,at first,hard to
follow and understand. The plot
moves by too fast with an equal
pace of dialogue betweencharacters (who sometimes mumble, and
context is lost).
However, eventuallyit becomes
clearwhatthemovieis tryingto say
about its personalities and the situations they,findthemselvesin.Niecy
(Kerry Washington)hasa knack for

strain, death, psychological stress)
and never fully resolves them to

tween the neighbors and between
Sally and Sky. However, the real satisfaction.
stuff doesn't hit the fan until the
Plays today at 5'h Aye. Theatre at
remainders of the evening's guests
take some Ecstasy, and inhibitions 7:30 p.m.

lifting clothes from stores, be it in cize people solely on their attire.
stolen credit cards, false checks, or What permeates in Lift are quick
fixes and easy answers. Everyone
five-finger discount.
Sheis financially secure,so often wants their problemssolved with a
her motives lie in trying to secure gift or a simple act.. Lift has some
raremerchandise forher customers goodthings going forit,notably the
orherhardto pleasemother.Tothe "boosting" scenes, quick camera
objections of her boyfriend,Niecy angles andasurprise-shooting scene
makes a one-time deal with a gang that looks not all disparate from
leader topulla jewelryjobtosecure reality.Still, it is an acquired taste,
an expensive necklace for her and only those who are able tosurmother that she feels will finally mount its roughbeginning will appreciate its style and message.
maker her happy.
Mostof these characters are disPlays May 25, 7:15 p.m.Harvard
turbingly focused onmaterialism in
their lives,as seen inmoments when Exit,May 26, 4 p.m.Pacific Place.
Niecy and her mother coldly criti-
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After a heist of a Lottery Admin- Laura, a cute but t
istrationinMadrid,Toni'sboyfriend whom no one nei
nor fl
(Fugitives) is about the runaway makes off with the loot,leavingher tute mother
—
journeyof thief Toni (LaiaMarull) and their two sleazypartnersto take father seemsto w;
come tobondas the
and her boyfriend's 7-year-old the fall.
niece,Laura (BeatrizCoronel).
Worse yet, Toni is stuck with flee Toni's two ve
ners who are convii
on the double-cross
_
_
__._
Themovie works
betweencharacters

A Spanish subtitled film by di-

rector, MiguelHermoso, Fugitivas

_
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It is so-so humor in the comedy be anything but "normal" in life,
Everybody'sFamous,whichdetails but he falls just short of his aspirathe extreme lengths taken by a tions.

The movie takes jabs at the pop
middle-class father toward getting
his daughter tobecomea successful music scene and how in its light
seemingly ridiculous ideas can besinger.
Jean(Josse De Pauw), a factory come instant trends. One of Jean's
worker whorecords hummingcom- horridly amateurish pieces underpositions in his spare time, wants a goes the editing floor and some
better life for his daughter Marva audiodoctoring to rise to the topof
(Eva van der Gucht), who has a the charts. And with Marva in a
credible voice, but lacks the televised soloand somefashionupbreakout talent and good looks for grades, her looks suddenly don't
seem tomatter in the public'seyes,
stardom.
But the truth is, the film's comeAfterhe islaid off, Jeanbecomes
desperate for Marva to hit it big, so die moments don'tdetract fromits
when a chance encounter brings unbelievable plot,anditis alsohurt
him face-to-face with thecountry's byunnecessary scenes,suchas when
most popular singer, Jean kidnaps the agent tries to seduce Marva or
herand concoctsa scheme for quick when the pop singer cuts a man's
hair in the nude.
fame.
Even more,amoviegoer canfind
hostage
He plans to holdher
until
much
smarter and funnier pop satstar,
but
her agent makes Marva a
soonsome bumblingand a few plot ire in one finger of the underrated
twists send all the best (or most Josie and the Pussycats than in the
wholeof Everybody's Famous.
hair-brained)laidplans spiraling.
Director Dominique Deruddere
Plays May 26, 6:30 p.m. Pacific
wantstomake astatementabout the
Place;
May 27 11:30 p.m. Pacific
cynicism of media and some
people's obsession with wantingto Place.

aseac 1one ias mon
share of spunk and
deepeningaffection
1S believable,
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Theatres Where Films
Egyptian
801 Pine Street
(206) 323-4978

are

iera
—

HarvardExit
807East Roy Street
(206) 323-8986
Cinerama
2100 4th Avenue
(206)441-3653

led under

Broadway Performance Hall
1625 Broadway
(206) 325-3113

sth5th Avenue Theatre
1308 5* Avenue
(206)625-1418

A trippy,grisly and spooky silent
film shotinblack and white,depicting (sortof) the murderous acts of
an old man (Marcel Fix) in his
troubled life. The film'scharacters
haveno names and no dialogue, so
Le Rat tells its story in true cinematic fashion — through images.
They are just not images for a PG13 audience. Maybenotevenfor an
Raudience.
The killings in Le Rat are not so
shocking with theirgoreas they are
in their suddenness. In one scene,
theold man pretendstokiss awoman
lying on a bed and summarily
gouges out her eye. Each of his
victims (all female), are lured one
way or another back to his home.
And why does he kill them? The
film reveals it in a series of shots
showing the manas a child watching his mother succumb to a slow
death by disease. That, and other
traumatic events heexperiencedat

%4

-

le United

se.In addition,
» to even Quentin
red in the Asian Beat
■inparty, special actor and director
:here are 250 films.
to doit all in SIFF's
: sun" to the side for

pcominghighlights andticket info

a young age by

a mysterious man
wearinga gasmask, seemstopoint
to the oldman compensatingfor his

Fugitivas
A Spanish subtitled film by di-

After a heist of a Lottery Admin- Laura, a cute but tough little girl
istrationinMadrid,Toni'sboyfriend whom no one— neither her prosti(Fugitives) is about the runaway makes off with theloot, leavingher tute mother nor flamenco singer
journey ofthief Toni (LaiaMarull) and their twosleazypartnersto take father seems towant tolove.Both
and her boyfriend's 7-year-old the fall.
come to bond as they hit the roadto
niece, Laura (Beatriz Coronel).
Worse yet, Toni is stuck with flee Toni's two vengeful ex-partners who are convinced she was in
on the double-cross.
Themovie works as a buddy flick
Everybody's
between characters Lauraand Toni,
aseachone has more than their own
share of spunk and bark, and their
It is so-so humor in the comedy be anything but "normal" in life, deepeningaffection foroneanother
Everybody'sFamous, whichdetails but he falls just short ofhis aspira- is believable.
Toniis irritated by Laura's insisthe extreme lengths taken by a tions.
middle-class father toward getting
The movie takes jabs at the pop tence of the '"three don'ts (don't
daughter
his
tobecome asuccessful music scene and how in its light
singer.
seemingly ridiculousideas can beJean (Josse De Pauw), a factory come instant trends. One ofJean's
worker whorecordshumming com- horridly amateurish pieces underSet two years before the closing
positions inhis spare time, wants a goes the editing floor and some of World War IIandbased ona true
better life for his daughter Marva audio doctoring to rise to the top of story,DividedWe Fallis partdrama,
(Eva van der Gucht), who has a the charts. And with Marva in a part black comedy and about a
credible voice, but lacks the televised solo andsomefashion up- Czechhusband and wifewhohide a
breakout talent and good looks for grades, her looks suddenly don't Jewish concentrationcampescapee
stardom.
seem tomatterin the public'seyes. in their food cellar from Nazi solAfter heis laidoff,Jeanbecomes
But the truth is, the film's come- diers andneighboringcollaborators.
desperate for Marva to hit it big, so dic moments don't detract from its
Josef (Boleslav Polivka) brings
when a chance encounter brings unbelievable plot,and it is alsohurt former Jewish neighbor, David
him face-to-face with the country's byunnecessaryscenes,suchas when (Csongor Kassai), reluctantly into
most popular singer, Jean kidnaps the agent tries to seduce Marva or his home, and with the support of
herand concocts aschemefor quick when the pop singer cuts a man's his wife, Marie (Anna Siskova),
fame.
hair in the nude.
both hope to ride out the war with
He plans toholdher hostage until
Even more, a moviegoer can find theirsecret.But theyconstantlyface
her agent makes Marva a star, but much smarter and funnier pop sat- discovery by their nosy friend and
soonsome bumblingand a few plot ire in one finger of the underrated German collaborator, Horst
twists send all the best (or most Josie andthe Pussycats than in the Prohazka, who has eyes for Marie.
hair-brained)laidplans spiraling.
whole of Everybody's Famous.
As situations in town worsenand
Director Dominique Deruddere
tensions increase, Josef and Marie
Plays May 26, 6:30p.m. Pacific realize they will have to make an
wants tomakeastatementabout the
cynicism of media and some Place; May 27 11:30 p.m. Pacific importantdecision tosave theirtheir
people's obsession with wantingto Place.
rector,MiguelHermoso, Fugitivas

Moore Theatre
1932 2nd Avenue
(206) 467-5510
GCCPacific Place 11
Theatres
600Pine Street
(206)652-2404

Le Rat

f

il the pale city
nuntil June 17.

Playing

painby acting out in violence
Butthefilm isambiguous; itnever
really gives a concretereasonfor its
characters or their motives. And
yet,perhaps its utterrefusal to give
a moment ofcertainty iswhatmakes
LeRat so hypnotic, so striking, and
so memorable.
The movie is preceded by an
equallymysteriouslittle short called
Scarecrow, which has a little boyin
a lush, rural landscape imitating a
contorted scarecrow that does not
appear tobe scaringaway anything.
Many may become irritated by
bothfilm's unconventionalnatures,
but each warrants a first look sim

ply because they are unconven
tional. Neither would ever appear
in a major theater, which isin itself
a testament to SIFF's purpose and
continued need, to show films that
wouldnot typically have thechance

to be seen.

PlaysJune 13,9:10 p.m.Harvatdl
Exit;June 14, 5 p.m. HarvardExit.

cheat, steal, or kill), but she also ingrepetitionof a method of set-up
seesher ownchildhood in the girl's and chase scene.

—

eyes, and wants to help her avoid
thepain sheoncefelt bybeingabandoned.
Laura sees in Toni an adult she
can finally respect, and despite her

tendency for crime, becomes

at-

tached to her. The glaring problem
in Fugitivasis the movie'sreliance
on convenient happenings to drive

Famous

the story.

The movie also drags with the
introduction of Laura's father,and
for too long it teases the audience
with the possibility of him taking
Laura from Toni. In the end, both
girls' fates become arbitrary.
Still, it is not the destination in

Fugitivas that matters,but the journey, and for this part, the film is a
fun ride.

The duo's scumbag pursuers turn
Plays June 14, 7:15 PMHarvard
upat everystopthey hit intheir road
Exit;
June 17, 6:30 p.m., Egyptian.
journey,resulting in the need for a
quick getaway.It is a mind-numb-

Divided We Fall
lives and avoid detection. Sporadi- faith in the human spirit.
cally funny and touching, Divided
We Fall eventually reaches poiPlays May 25, 9:30 p.m.Pacific
gnancy with its themes of heroism Place; May 26, 1:45 p.m. Pacific
and cowardice,and by theendof its Place.
story, leaves one with a renewed

Jose] (Boleslav Polivka) pushes a carriage through a post-war

Czech town.
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Arts & Entertainment
Artifacts 2001 ceLebratesseniaort

NICOLE RETANA
Staff Reporter

The Senior Art Show, "Artifact
ifact
2001," openedat4:30 p.m.onTuesuesday and included the works
ofall 10graduating fine arts
majors: Doaa Al-Akkad,
Michael Balbin, Angelique

ally speaking) and vulnerabilityin
which he presents himself to her.
The work shows the ambiguity of
isolation and the popular idea that
beauty only goes skin deep.

Bredice, Anna McCracken,
Lara Moskowitz, Mihoko
Nagai, James Nau, Britt

Nelson, Emily Sherwood
and Kazuko Ueyama. Dis-

print, so skillfully done,belongs on
the front of one of those T-shirts
they sell at souvenir shops.But after a second closer investigation,it
should become apparent that this
isn'tacliche'dreplication ofwhat's
already beendone toomany times,
but is instead Nagai's quite
thoughtful reflection onthecity of
Seattle.
BrittNelsondisplayed two very
interesting pieces in the Kinsey
Gallery called "Product of the IndustrialRevolution #1,#2,"where,
in "#l," the replicationof aman's
face resemble the bars of aprison,

feeling of being viewedin a dreamlike state, and it is through this
feeling that Sherwood is able to
fulfill the promise she put in the
title, dragging random, disconnectedpiecesof memoriesfromthe
brain.
Angelique Bredice contributed
five beautiful pieces to the show,
employing either charcoal or monotypic print for the media. In the
Vachon Room, a series of three
roses, appropriately titled "Rose
#1," "#2" and "#3," decorates the
south wall of the room. Thealter—
nating colors of the roses red,

playedinthe VachonRoom
and the Kinsey Gallery,this
show is an excellent tribute
to the achievements of art
majors atSeattleUniversity
TheKinseyGallery is strategically bathed in a warm
glow that drifts up from the
freshlypolished woodfloors
to meet the lights floating
down, creating an overall
"The Power of Music" is an acrylic
stimulating atmosphere painting by Kazuko Ueyama. The
where it is easy to forget original is in color,and is displayed in
oneself and become com- the VachonRoom.
pletely immersed in the art.
Twenty-one pieces adorned the
Michael Balbin's piece,"Intigallery's walls, and upon entering, macy and Withdrawal," is able
the viewer is immediately con- tointimately play withthe viewfronted with a question springing ers' emotions, but in a way diffromthe artplacedon the wal1 tothe ferent from Moskowitz's work.
right: "Am Ijust a cartoon?"
All of Moskowitz's pieces use
The question israised at the end raw images to portray raw huof a mini-monologue by a quirky man emotions, evensome that I
/ A&E EDITOR
little stone-kicking,shirt-fidgeting myself wasshockedbut delighted
"isaninkprintby Anna McCracken, displayedinthe VachonRoom.
guy in James Nau's "Possibilities to see. Balbin,instead, employs "Hills
ofComic Proportions (series),"but acolor and shading technique to
—
it is a theme that applies to every convey the complex ideas of inti- suggestingto the audience that man black, white seduces the
viewer,drawinghimorhercloser
of work.It forces the viewer macy and withdrawal. He alsouses creates his own prison.

Michelle Boshart.
Artists' statements and portfolios can be found in the Vachon
Roommounted on the walls alongside the art and scatteredon a table
in themiddle of the room.
Three drama students are also
participating in this year's showing,however,their workisn'tgoing
to be available for viewing everyday like everyone else's.
Amber Era-McGarvey is directing Rev-Elation and Tara
Melinkovich is directing and starring in her ownone woman show
calledHer.These canbeseeninthe
Vachon Room on May 31, at 8
and June 8, at 7:30 p.m.
Lastbut notleast,GarthPillette
will have a screening ofhiscomedy TheBadBrew onceonly, on
May 3 1 Please seepostedflyers
for more details.
"Artifacts 2001" will remain
open until June 14, and even if
you don't have a burning desire
to be an art major and see what
kind of artists this school can
produce,you should stilldropby
and see whether or not the little
man on the wall in the Kinsey
Gallery is really just a cartoon.

Ip.m

fee

do mote \Vvai\ jusl \ooV. al \V\e
ture, but tonote the colors and,
walking away,toactuallyacknowledge theart whatit means and the

—

significance of the experience it
gave you.
Oneof the most raw and sensual
works on display was created by
Lara Moskowitz. A set of three
prints, done in silver gelatin and
one with sepia toner, took center
stageonthe west wall ofthe Kinsey
Gallery. In"Skin Deep,""My True
Love" and "Isolation," the viewer
meetsMoskowitz's lover in all the
nakedness (figuratively and liter-

\V»e st\U-\\fe method typ\ca\ in art
In both the Kinsey Gallery and
and manipulates it in a way that theVachonRoom,EmilySherwood
shows not only his artistic talent, uses the manipulation of photograbut also makes the statement that phy to stir sentimental feelings ineven apples can evoke strongemo- side the viewer.In "Memories #1-4," located in the Kinsey Gallery,
tions.

Another interesting piece in the
KinseyGallery was"SeattleCoffee
Cup," a woodcut byMihoko Nagai.
InNagai's "Coffee Cup" are all the
things the mind typically conjures
up whenSeattleis mentioned the
coffee has aferry sailing through it,
skyscrapers towering out of itand
rain pouring down into it. At first

—

glance, it may look as though the

why the artist arrangedthe flow-

comes back to life while you are
looking at it?
KazukoUeyama andDoaa AlAkkad workscontain bright, festive,colorful images,which contrast well with the darker more
sentimental mood of Anna
McCracken's work. Also featuredin the Vachon Roomis the
work of two guest artists,
ocean and the flowers share the Shawana Joy Behling and

Sherwood employs an interesting
media called Polaroid and emulsiontransfers.This techniquemakes
the pictures of the ocean seem
brighter and, in contrast, fields of
flowers appearblurry asifthe viewer
isin a car, speeding right by them
insteadof standing, stock-still,outside the frame. However, both the

Seattle, WA 98122

New building 3 blocks south of Seattle University
1 bed, 2 bed/1ba, 2bed/2ba, 2bed/2bath Deluxe
Our apartments have great views of the city and Mount Rainier
The units have washer, dryer, dishwasher, and microwave inside.
There is exercise room & underground garage parking with
24 hours security camera recording.
r__
o-,-.—

f:

ers as she did. Why does it seem
as though the flower dies and

1011 East Terrace Street
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andcloser,not onlytoadmirethe
colors, butalso to speculate on

AT FIRST HILL
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.
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CXCellent TOr KOOmmateS.

To find out more about the building and also
the special we are offering please visit our
Website at www.vantageparkapts.com
Or call us at 206-381-5878
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Nicole Gyulay / A&E Editor.

'Washing Bodhisattva" is a woodcut
<y Mihoko Nagai, displayed in the
'achonRoom.
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No! Really! Shrek isn't as cheesy as it looks!
Scan Reid
StaffReporter

Lithgow) to get his swamp back, nice spin on the typical animated valiant or courageous; he is more
sans the migrant visitors.
movie by making its songs filled often rude and blunt, and someone
Farquaad, a scheming four-foot withprofanity and gross outhumor. who ultimately just wants everytall dictator of a Disneyland-like For Shrek the songs have, like the thing togoback tonormal.When he
kingdom called Duloc, sends the interpretive dances at the Oscars, shouts at the homeless, freeloading
ogre off to rescue Princess Fiona been thrown out. Anycharacter who creatures in his swamp, "I'mgoing
(CameronDiaz) for him so he can attempts to break into a corny, to Farquaad right now to work this
marry her and become a king. And drawn-out songis immediately cut out and get allyou miserable things
off or knocked out. Hallelu- back where youbelong!"andis met
jah.
withresoundingcheers,herollshis
Thankfully, the film's eyes in frustration.
voice-over personalities take
The other characters are endearkey sidekick and a beaua back seat. There areno an- ingin eachoftheirown ways.Prinnoyingspotlight-stealing im- cess Fiona just wants a happy-endtiful princess. Shrek is a
pressionsbyMurphy orover ing,but once sheisrescuedby Shrek
full-on comedy with no
cheesy conventions, and
the top antics by Lithgow, and not carried off onhorseback as
thoughMeyers is able to work expected, she worries that things
ends up being the funniest fairy tale tohitthe big
some of his famous Scottish are not goingto turnout like they do
—
screen ever
accent into Shrek.
in the books.
Farquaad draws laughs from his
The audience is introTheanimationin themovie
—
no
ridiculous
(voiced
great
height, and Donkey is
duced to Shrek
is
re-definer of
—
(pardon
pun) the wise-assof the
by Mike Meyers) in a
remarkable
nonethe
CGI but
theless.Shrek andDonkeyare story, cracking one-liners and
gross depiction that may,
at first,disturb thekiddies.
nice and cartoony, while bumbling into trouble. It would be
All the better, though, as
Fiona and Farquaad appear unfair, though, to labelany of them
surprisingly lifelike (notice as comic relief because everything
each following moment
the textureson their hair and in the movieis a comic relief.
becomes funnier for the
The parodiesoffairy talesinShrek
grown-ups.
Shrek is an ogre, so he
The best achievement of are brilliant.No innocent figure, be
showersin mud, eatseyethe Dreamworks animation it from Disney orMother Goose,is
Photocourtesy DreamWorks SKG and imdb.com. department is giving all the safe.RobinHood's Merry Men try
balls and pulls tubes of
Shrek (Meyers), Donkey (Murphy) andPrincessFiona(Diaz) travel in their wild worldof old storybook characters like to do a dance scene and then get
wax out of his ears
a twistedfairy tale.
theSevenDwarfs, the Magic summarily beaten unconscious.
nonchalantly. He also
Wolf,
so,
heel,
Mirror,
Big
scares the occasional stupid mobof Bears to the
Bad
from
withDonkey at his
Shrek
the Gingerbread Man and Farquaad tortures the Gingerbread
animals a 3-D facelift. Man by dumping him in a glass of
villagers who wander into his their homes.
reluctantly begins his adventure.
talking
other
to
a
swamp with intimidating finesse.
regain
peace
magic
Background
In an effort
and
The
of movielike Shrek
detail isalso exquis- milk and chipping pieces of him
ite,
Theonly onehe can' t get ridof is quiet
in
his
an
irritatedShrek
is
how
it
not
want
to
with
subtleanimations
swamp,
simply
does
be
ofleayes, apart("Nooo!Not the gumbalJbutquiel
Donkey (EddieMurphy), a talking makes a deal with a powerfulruler a common fairy tale. South Park: grass and bushes, and sunlight re- tons!"hescreeches in a goofy,high
beast of burden that becomes his named Lord Farquaad (John Bigger, Longer and Uncut put a flections.No one willprobably no- voice).
tice the stuff going on behind the
Butby far the most sadistic laughs
tagalong admirerafter a timely rescue. Donkey is soon followed by a
hordeof animalsandfamiliar whimTurning the old school fairy tale sical creatures who take up resionits head, incomes Shrek, a frac- dence inShrek's swamp,much to
tured fable by Dreatnworks Pic- hisdisappro val Itseems something
tures that drips with satireand gross (or someone) is removing all fairy
humor.Themoviemocks common tale characters,fromtheGoldielocks
fairy tales of the past in
the progress of telling its
own story, an adventure
ofanogre,his talkingdon-

.

principle characters, but the measure of effort shown

Give your stuff
the summer off.

\r»

Shrek's worlda livingand breath-

ing one is fantastic.
ThecharacterofShrek isalsonot

"
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come from the mutilation of the

making

\

Shrek and company encounter in
the journey;it is bloodless,but still

hilariously cruel.

''.

Storeyour excess stuff at Shurgard this summer and save 10% on your
monthly storagerent for up to four months.Offer good at Capitol Hill location
only. Valid for new storageonly. Subject to availability. Expires 6/30/01.
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1815 12th St.
206-322-5835
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Or you could
just drag it all
home witn you.
"
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Sports tidbits
campus...
from
around
—
ALEXIS JUDAY-MARSHALL

Sports Editor

Here are some events that may
havebeenmissedoverthe past few
weeks. Sports seasons maybe officially over,but Seattle University
Athletics is still active.
Nearly two weeks ago, on May
I
1and 12,HilaryBrownand Aloha
Fuller competed in the Dad Vail
in Philadelphia, Perm., a

ra

pionship regatta that is held
for small colleges.
The two travelled to the city of
Brotherly Love in order to partake
in the eventat whichan astounding
111schools were represented.
Theoptionhadbeenpresented to
themby the SUCrew Coach,Carlos
Palacian, after they posted some
fast times this season.
Brown and Fuller competed in
heatsfor their event held onFriday,
placingsecond andearning a trip to
the finals the next day. The final
washeld Saturday morningand the

and Lisa Milne, a 5-8" guard are
seconds behind the third place fin- both transfers from Highline Community College.
ishers.
"It had to be the hardest race of
Bothare juniors whohelpedlead
my life!" Fuller exclaimed, "but I the Highline team to a fourth place
had agreat time,and I'm glad Igot finish in the Northwest Athletic
a chance to experience it."
AssociationofCommunity Colleges
during the past season.
rest
crew
team
their
put
The ofthe
two
supporting
girls.
Lloyd, who is a two-time Allefforts into
the
"They were sending us e-mails NWAACC first team selection,avtheentire weekbefore weleft, wish- eraged21points and 11rebounds in
ing us luck and tellingus how proud the 1999-2000 season.
they were,"Fuller explained.
Lloyd, who has been a career
The supportpaid off for the two, athlete throughouthigh schooland
and they felt the trip was a success. college, was named MVP of the
"It wouldhave beennice to bring All-NWAACC All-Star game last
home amedal toour team,butmedal year.
or not, they were still proud of us,"
Milne was also a two-time AllFuller said, "which means so much NWAACC selection and served as
to us."
the Highline team captain during
this past season.
Women's Basketball
She averaged 14.6points and 4.2
assists per game, as well as shootThe Seattle University women's ing 47 percent from the field.
basketball teamannouncedthesignThe women's basketball team is
ingof twonew additions to the2001 excited about their new additions
2002 team.
and isconfident they will help SU
Cal-Jean Lloyd,as'-10" forward finish with a strong season next

year.

duo placed fourth only a mere 1.3

-

Women's Soccer
Alicia and Brenda Zittel, twins
who were bom just minutes apart,
will join the SU women's soccer
team next season.
The two,whostartedplayingsoccer together in the third grade, will
play the outside midfield for the
team when it takes the fieldin the
fall.
"Coaches sometimes call us the
wrong name on the field,"Alicia
noted. "Butonce they seeour numbers, they usually figure itout."
Brenda was an All-League selection and was named Bellarmine
Prep's offensiveMVPafter helping
to lead her team to the Washington
4A State Championship.
Aliciamissed thefall highschool
season due to an injury. She returned in the spring to help her
sister,andtheirclub team,FCRoyals to a state championship.
Women'sheadcoachJulieWood-

ward says she expectsthe twins will
have a big impact upon the team
when theybeginplay later this year.
With Honors

Freshman catcher Casey Sprute
and freshamn thirdbaseman Sarah
Carrier were two of 18 players
named to the Pacific Conference
All-Star team last week.
Sprute was third onthe team with
a .300 batting average. Carrier
started in all 39 games this past
season,finishing secondonthe team
witha .320 batting average.
The tennis teams alsohad something to celebrate this week as five
Redhawks were named to the AllRegion Tennis team.
On the women's side, senior
Melisa Biscayno, and juniors Jessica Fry andShannon lannizi were
allnamed to the team as votedonby
the region's coaches.
Forthemen's tennis team, sophomore Ram Hernandez and junior
Hiroyuki Watanabe were both selected to the team.

Keeping in shape with a health journal
ShantiHauler
Health and Fitness Columnist

Whenitcomes toreviewingwhat
I've eaten on a particular day, or
how many timesI'veexercised ina
—
queen
Iwilladmit it Iamthe
of week, it's veryeasy for me to subdenial.
tract that frosted doughnut andadd

an extra hour of spinning class to
my actual track record.
But in the end, when Ifeel more
tired than usual in the morning or
feel sluggish in the afternoon, it is
onlymyself whogetscheated when
Ideny what Ihave eaten and how
muchI'veexercised.
For the last few weeks, Ihave

grams; thiscan be moredetrimental
than helpful to you.

3. Somewhere in your journal,
keep track of what type ofexercise
you did that day and for how long.
This is a great way to also track
your progressas yougain fitnessin
any activity you do.

been executinga simple,easy plan

Business English!
Gain the skills you need to succeed in business
schooland your career withKaplan's Business
English Communication Review.

t»

Case Studies
" Presentation
Skills
" Business Vocabulary
" Cross-cultural Business Practices
" Take with GMAT preparation

tomake sureI
ameatingfromall the
food groups and exercising atleast

threetimes a week.

And after the success Ihave had
with it,Ifeel itis onlyright to share
it with you.
Though it may sound obvious,
someone once toldme that to reach
yourgoals andmake your dreams a
reality,youhave to writethemdown.
By doing this, you not only ingrain the idea or goal into your
head, but by writing it down, you
are proving to yourself that it is
important and worthyofyourtime
and efforts.
This idea alsoholds true for the
health and fitness aspects of your

—

life.

By keeping a daily journal of
whatyoueat andhow much you've

exercised, you can make sure that

Courses begin June 4th!
Kaplan Seattle Center
4216 University Way NE

(206)632-0634

Call to reserve your place or for more information.
Kaplanis authorizedto enrollnon-immigrant alienstudents.

4. A sample day from my own
health journal looks somethinglike
this:
Breakfast: Puffins cereal with
nonfat milk and a banana.
Snack: apple slices and two
glasses of water.
Lunch: Subway 6" veggie sub
withcheese,bakedLays andabottle
of water.
Snack:twohomemadechocolate
chip cookies with a small glass of
nonfat milk.
Dinner: Grilled chicken with
steamed asparagusand abaked potato withalittle butter, sour cream
andchives.
Another two glasses of water.
Snack: three handfuls of light
butteredpopcorn andanother glass
of water
Exercise: 30 minutes run/walk
on the treadmill, 20 minutes working with various free weights.

you are giving your body all the
nutrientsitneeds tokeepstrongand
healthy.
Keepinmind that youdon't need
It's up to you how you want to
organize yourpersonal health jour- tobe toostrictwithyourself when it
nal, but here are few tips Ifound comes to your health journal.
Ifyounoticethat Saturday brunch
useful:
is always a big extravagantmeal,
1. Make sure you keep track of justexercise a littlelongerandmake
healthy,light meals for lunch and
how much water you'redrinking.
Six to eight glasses a day is a dinner.
goodrule to keep in mind, but you
If you have aparticularly indulmay need more depending onhow gentday,simply recognize this and
long and how often you exercise.
exercise a little longer thanusual.
Bykeeping ahealth journal, it's
2.Keepthe foodpyramid inmind easy to recognize your eating and
when choosing your meals.
exercise patterns and plan accordBy eating balanced meals from ingly.
Behonest with yourselfandhave
all the food groups, you will have
tons of energy, feel great and you fun!
Enjoy the sun this week and get
won't gain weight.
'
t
tocount
calories
outside!
try
Don
andfat

"
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Sports are full of shady business deals

AUSTIN BURTON
Sports Columnist
Sports have never been immune
from shady business practices. In

thelast decade or so, we have seen
controversies involvingpoint-shaving in college basketball, baseball
managers gambling on and against
their own teams and more than a
handful of fixed boxing matches.
Most of the time, these types of
slimy acts are well disguised
and
'
neverbrought toanyone s attention
until years after the fact. At other
times, itis clearasday that the fix is
in.
'
Caseinpoint:last Sunday s NBA
draft lottery.
The lottery is held every year
during theplayoffs, wherethe teams
who didn't make the post-season,
participateinaweighteddrawing to
determine whogets thefirst 13 picks
in June's draft. More losses in the
regular season earn a team more
balls in the lottery bin,therebygiving them a better opportunity at a
high pick and hopefully bringing
the team back to competitiveness.
The ultimate goal, of course, is to
landthe numberone pick.
In aturnof events whichreeks of
conspiracy, the Washington Wiz-

ards won this year'slottery.
That's right, the same Washington Wizards who are owned by
Michael Jordan, who according to
those around him may come back
and play next season. A side effect
of this would be a comeback from
Charles Barkley,whohas said that
he wants to play with Jordan in
Washington. The team also has
cleared up enough money in the
salary cap to go after notable free
agents such as Patrick Ewing,
Hakeem Olajuwon and Chris
Webber. Andnow to top it off, they
somehow managed to be lucky
enough to get the top pick in the
draft.
Is thisall merely a coincidence? I
doubt it.Given the circumstances,
it just seemsalittle tooconvenient.
This reeks of World Championship Wrestling's old "Spin the
Wheel, Make the Deal," feature.
The idea ofSTWMTD was thata
wrestler involvedin a highprofile
feud would challenge his nemesis
to spin a Price is Right-type wheel
to determine the stipulation of his
upcoming match. You just knew
that the wheel was rigged, since it
would be stupid for WCW to take
the chance at subjecting the fans to
a crappy match when they could
deliver a surefire thriller.
In this case, David Sternis playing the wrestling promoter while
theNBA teamsareplayingthe wrestlers. Sternpushes certain teams to
the top when he sees a marketable
opportunity.
NowI'mnotsaying thatthegames

are fixed, but some things, likethe
lottery, just seem to turn out in the
league'sfavor too often.
In 1985, when the very first lottery was held, it was common
knowledge that the winner would
take Ewing, the star center from
Georgetown. Indiana and Golden
State had the league's two worst
records, andtherefore had reason to
be optimistic about landing the big
guy.But Indiana and Golden State
aren't exactly big market teams.
Would Ewingbeas big ofa starifhe
played outhis careerinOakland or
Indianapolis? No, and the NBA
knew that.But "lucky" for them, it
was the New York Knicks who
ended up winning the drawing.
1998-1999 was the Chicago
Bulls' first year without Jordan,
ScottiePippen,DennisRodmanand
Phil Jackson.
To noone'ssurprise,theysucked.
The teamstill sold out every night,
but that trend wouldn't continue
without somenew and exciting talent. So who wound up getting the
top pick in that summer's draft?
Chicago,of course.
Going into next season,theNBA
will want to push the Wizards.
The leaguehas taken punishment
in the merchandise and ratings department. Professional basketball
is slipping in terms of popularity
amongstcasual fans,partly because
older fans cannot identify with the
newer stars like Allen Iverson and

.

Kevin Garnett.
Theheadhonchos intheNBA are
veryawareofthis fact,as evidenced
by the recent decision to change
some of the rules and speed up
game play.
In the Wizards, Stern has ateam
that may boast at least two of the

the league's glory days.
Andnow theyget thenumberone
pick in the draft, too?
Now you can argue that the lottery was all on the up and up, considering Washington had a pretty
good shot at number one.
The team was 19-63 this past
season, which gave them the third
worstrecord in the league and subsequently the third best chance at
the number one pick.
But alas, something here smells
fishier than a Las Vegas brothel
without air conditioning.
If the lottery is supposed to be
legit, why don't they show it on
TV?
The league only shows the announcementsofthepicks on air,not
the actual drawing. The accepted
reason is thatit wouldtaketoo long,
since the event is always aired during halftime of aplayoff game.
But how long wouldit really take
to conduct the whole process on
air?Threeextraminutes at themost.
Besides,DavidSternis thefreakingcommissioner, soit'snotlikehe
can't tell whoever is officiatingthe
game onTV to waita fewminutes.
Until the league starts running
the actualevent on TV, wehave to
assume that it's fixed.
stars from

Another example of shady NBA
business is the whole Joe Smith
situation.
For those who don't know, the
Detroit forward (and, coincidentally, former top lottery pick) was

found to be involvedin an illegal,
under thetable deal withtheMinnesotaTimberwolvesthatpaidhiman
extra several million dollars than
the salary cap allowed.
Smith had his contract with the
team voided and was pretty much
prohibited from resigning with the
Wolves,butMinnesotagotthe worst
of the deal.
Inaddition to some heavy fines,
someof theirfront-office personnel
were suspended, and the team forfeited five future first round picks.
Now thequestionremains,isMinnesota the only team that has done
under the table deals?
Probably not.
But would the punishment have
beenthe same orwouldtherehave
—
been a punishment had the offendingteambeen theTorontoRaptors and the illegal deal beenmade
with Vince Carter?
Minnesota waslikely singledout
because, frankly,Joe Smithis nothing to write home about, and it

—

iJI

didn'thurt them too much. On the
But another faction who opposes
other hand, the teamis high-profile the idea are not players, managers
enough tosenda message to the rest orowners. They are the proprietors
of the league.
ofbusinesses who depend on professional sports, i.e. parking and
organization
Another
known for maintenance companies.
funny
their share of
business is
Itremains a possibility thatsome
Major League Baseball.
of thesebusiness owners could sue
Recently the league has been MLB if teams fold.
embroiled intalk about contraction,
The question would be, though,
amounts
to
on
whatgrounds can they sue?
basically
which
a few
financially-strapped teams folding
The team belongs to the owner,
andhe or she can do whateverthey
insteadof relocating.
Supportersofcontraction say that want with it, just like the owner of
it will make the game more any other entity.
comptetitive, since 1) there would
If they want to move the team to
be fewer teams for mediocreplay- Milan,they cando that.If they want
ers tobe spreadamongst,and 2) the to outfit their players in pink and
elimination of a few teams would gray, theycan do that as well.And
equal a bigger share ofrevenue for if they ultimately want to fold the
team, they'll fold the team.
the existing teams.
However, many people oppose
As for those who make a living
dropping
the idea of
entire fran- off of these teams, they'd be best
chises.
advised to have a backupplan.
players'
obviouslyopThe
union
Ifthat is toohard,then theyshould
poses theidea,ascontraction would havepromoted the people that actuleave alot of players out ofa job. ally go and see that teamplay.
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ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT FOREST FIRES.
www.tmokeybear.com
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ASSU
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fiSSU.Briefs:
Constitution

The followingm<** names of representatives oneach
ofthecommittees this quarter.
ASSV?
Elections:Adam Ahlbach,Virgil Domaoan(chair), Angela
ASSU Council meets every Wednesday in Rivieccio,Annette Gaeth
Pigott 102 from 7:45 p.m. to 9:45 p.m.
Clubs: Angela Rivieccio (chair), Adam Ahlbach, Teresa
The following meetin theASSU office,SUB Abellera, Chris Canlas,Mick Souders, Abi Jones, Hector
second floor.
Herrera,Matt Sanderl,Carl Bergquist
C UbS Commlttee: Wednesday, after Council Accounts: Steve Sullivan (chair), Matt Sanderl, Mick
meeting
Souders,GayatriEasseay, Dave "Crunchy"Crepeau,Sean
Elections Committee: Monday, 8 to 9 p.m. O'Neill,AbiJones
Presidential Committee: Sunday, 4 to 5 p.m. Presidential: Virgil Domoan (chair), Sean O'Neill,Teresa
Accounts Committee: Monday, 7 to 8 p.m. Abellera,Chris Canlas,GayatriEassey,Hector Herrera,Carl
Bergquist

Elections for
V P" Of Finance &
TheASSU approved "to adopt the
l

Thj. niIJIPf r»«.S meeting
VWWr mt^ana Hm^ f«r

ft h
Pncitinnc
rOSIllOnS A
a
Ulner
draft ofthe Constitution and put it
on theballot on May 30." Copies the Ne W Constitution
ofthe Constitution are available in Final Election
May 30
the ASSU office. Representatives Contact ASSU @ X6050
can also be contacted for more
fQJ more Information if
information.

—

'

.

-

you are interested.
Write |n Candidates are
VFRYIMPORTANT"
allowed but must be
,
,rT
ClubService Reports and registered wjth ASSU 24
Reimbursement Reciepts (at u-v..^ ~,:«». ♥«.*u« <-+«k+
P
the latest) due by June 1by
final election.
4 om in the ASSUoffice

/4 9S77 Wnrt'

times for

-

°^

TheASSU

ce is locatedin the Student Union Building, room 203. ASSUoffers
services such as support to clubs and student advocacy.

_^^_Ey£nts_and_ Announcements _
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MarianasFiesta, 2001
"The Chant of theIslands"
Campion Ballroom
May 26, 2001
******
/*
J
$1 SUs^dentsy $12 General
Tickets on sale at the CAC
Doors open at 5:30p.m.
* Sponsored by:
i^;;;^^r/awfl$ Tao Tao Tano

jf

/

X.

I

Y

7 to 9 p.m. in Paccar Atrium
6et your group togetherl
Applications available at the CAC or below.
dr
Cash Prizes! Fame! Fortune!
Need an agent or more info? contact SEAC @ x6047
r stop by SUB 202.

JJ

Club^^
'
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Lip Sync June 1!
Be your own pop superstar!

\\\11

°

I

SEAC
_ . _ presents:
- _ „,

iM/L^/MSE///^55^.

°

your own pop superstar!

— 9 p.m.
"
Lip
Sync,Friday,
*r
r
r
a * June 1, 7 p.m.

ac

j
Senior Class: Nominate an outstandingfaculty or staff member now at the CAC! Nomi- |
nations due by Thursday, May31. Nominee's I
Lip Sync Application
willbeconsidered by a committee for the outstanding faculty and staff award to be pre- Rules/Regulations for the Student Events and Activities Council
sented at the Graduates' Brunch onSaturday, |(SEAC) Lip Sync
I-Need to follow Seattle University Polices
June 9 by 4 p.m.
" """"""""""""""a
I-Songs must be cleared by SEAC. Inappropriate material can and will be disqualified.
"
"
I-Song may NOT exceed 7 minutes in length.
Senior C\CSS

XT

N

i
I
I

!

#

/ Committee Presents \

*"*"

I Scoring
I

*/ THIRSTY THURSDAY! \
#

£)

the frown Under
.."

<-i j Th»
NO COVer Wltn 51/
ID

*.

I acn 8rouP w^^

scored on four aspects:
—
ORIGINALITY how creative and imaginative is the overall lip sync act.
2 CHOREOGRAPHY how the members of an act present themselves on stage
and how well the routine relates to the theme of the song.
—
3. PERFORMANCE based on the level at which the lip sync act is believable.
—
4. COSTUMES creativity of costumes and how they fit themusic andtheme.

#^*

*

" Make SUre yOU are there early: «
"
From 9 to 11 p.m. $1 drafts/

#

#

#

#

I

#

—

/

Set your FREE
\ Senior T-Shirt, /
\ while they lastl .'

G

information

[ Lip Sync Group Name:

" """""""""""""""

Attention Junior Class: Interested in planning
Senior Cruise and THirsty THursdays?
Apply now to be on next year's Senior Class
Committee. Applications are available at the
CAC. The deadline is next Friday by 4 p.m. in the
upper SUB (outside of George Sedano's office)
Make sure to sign up for an interview! You must
apply with a partner.
Any questions e-mail: alana@seattleu.edu

Song (Artist. Title. Length):

I

c

I

| ontact PersonI~
phone
'
~Number:

I

J

'

|
|Group Members;

I

The end of the quarter is coming up. What are you
doing with your books? Have you ever wanted to
get more money from selling your books or buy
used books cheaper? Now you can.
BUY AND SELL YOUR TEXTBOOKS TO OTHER SU STUDENTS DIRECTLY!
Log onto: www.BookSwap.com/scattleu

|

I

There wil1be a mandatory meeting for all participants on May 30, 2001
Turninto the SEAC Office no later than May 25, 2001 by 4:30
Questions? Contact SEAC @ 6047 or email dixonj@seattleu.edu

_

I

_
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40°- Services
500. For Rent
600. Misc

f*l
2001 4"T f* HI O
V/ JLQD O X JL XCULO

100. For Sale
200. Help Wanted
300. Volunteers
200. Help Wanted
Receptionist for small law office
in International District, Seattle.
Must be fluent in Korean and English. To begin in early June 2001,
with workday from 9 a.m.-l p.m.
daily, M-F. Call (206) 625-0655.

Women's Health Study
We need your help to examine
how women's day-to-day experience ofanorexianervosa,theirbodies and gender interact and influence eachother.All womenparticipants must be at least 18 years of
age, speak and read English, have
been diagnosed with anorexia
PT Nanny needed
nervosa, and are currently receivSeeking individual to care for jng or have formally completed
infant 4-6 hours on Fridaya.m.s in treatmentforanorexianervosa.The
Madrona home. Call (206) 720- study tasks include completing a
0452
briefsurvey(5 minutes)aquestionnaire(15minutes),and beinginterviewed (approximately 2 hours.)
Nanny:
Womenwhofinishtheentiresurnanny
Full-time summer
for 2
girls, ages 5&11, live-in or out vey
Free therapeutic feed(Madrona). Must drive. Flexible
schedule. (206) 328-4175 or
1623; The option to review
arnet@whi
wn,.org.
K
ore
garnetC

-

·
"f":-

.

GAIN EXPERIENCE WHILE
EARNING MONEY FOR COLLEGE! FT summer and year long
AmeriCorpspositions inSeattleand
S. King County available soon,
Work in direct service to at-risk
youth; in schools on violence preventionor tutoring; ORdeveloping
resource support for low-income
people.Stipend $800 +/mo, $4725
ed award and benefits. Info sessions Columbia Library 5/31 7-8
p.m.; 6/25and 7/30 at FPA, 1501N
45th St, Seattle 6-7pm. (206) 6753200 www.fremontpublic.org for
app. and details.

...

Become a Silver Cloud Valet:
c)oud
WrwthuM.ct'c
iM#fino uai*t
»rvi/v>
North
vale service,
wes s leadmg

„
now

fnand part
the
Seattle/
·$25
area We have a number
Bellevue
ForinformationcallDiedraClay,
/p
of shrfts
gl r
days nights,
"
M.A.,Psy.D.
Candidate (206) 853- weekdaysavailable
t part time
Bothell family seeks
an Iweekend If you are
caregiver for 12-year-old girl with
responsible, hard working, have
Autism. Responsibilities include
excellentcustomerserviceskillsand
home therapyprogram (willtrain);
areinterested in making $8-$12 an
Job.
hour, we invite you to fill out an
community activities and somelight
Lead teen hlkin8'Mt" blkin8 and application at 3901 Stoneway N.
personal care. $10/hr 10-15 hrs/wk
now, more in Summer. Great opSt. 100 in the Wallingford district
portunity for student in Special
of Seattle. We are openMon.- Fri.
T"J]e
U
n Or UmanSerViCefield'
6
Benefits: Room,"
0 i73
(425)488-0173.
information,callJerry at(206)633-

.
«lnT T

it'

ment.
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Ben Stangland at

500. For Rent

(206) 296-6474

Available: 1bedroomina 3 bedroom duplex. 400+, close to campus,
v w/d, female preferred. (206) I _,

(206)296-6477.
.

Dudlev
Uudley,

f509)248
248
pw)

1202
12VZ.

" '

Avaiiable: 2 rooms tosublet in3
bedroom apartment> June.Sept
$400+ utilities. Pref.female.
264 7580'

_

,

._

The COSt for classifieds IS

976*.

for
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Adoption Happily married
NascoServicesInc.
couple
Nascois Canada's fastest growdreams of newborn to love
ing Concert andSpecial Event la- and nurture for a lifetime. Call
bor service. Our Seattle operation Shirley/Marc 1-800-682- 1888code
is looking for people with the fol- 88 or attorney Joan collect (206)
lowing skills: Supervisors, stage- 728-5858.
hands, riggers, forkliftand man lift
operators,truck loaders,carpenters
and general labor.
Toapply fax yourresumeto:Fax
-«■,....
(206) 682-1299, or go to
www.nasco.ca. click on employ- < I j" Snprtatnr is where

(20^).

600. Mi.SC

_

word there after,
»

,,

ciassjfe(ie a 1
personals must be

M submitted byFriday
at 5 p.m.

ADOPTION: Happily married
couple wishes to adopt newborn.
Full-time motherandsuccessfulfa-

4944- C0mei0inSilverCloudVa- ther to love,care and nurture. Exlet dun g th S excItinS time of penses paid. Call Terry & Bob 1growthand opportunitv! EEO/AA/ 800-652-6183.
M/F/D/V.

for the

I Thursday edition.
ffl

,

T

Pre-pay please.

WiiWii

Personals
Thanks for your support, everyone. Keep voting, and here's to a
greatnext year as Junior Rep.
—Hector

P.S. Way to go Teddy.

—
To my favorite roomies,
Gina
they
It's
Just
your
Night
honey.
Hi
wife.
Do
have Diva
in
You girls are the greatest!
Love,
I
Greta
say
you.
wanted to hello and love
Belize?
YEAH!
Love
GO
LAKERS!
your
Virgil!
Sorry
PeepersJesus love
about
Mr.
To my darlingBoise girls!I
love
Spurs!
the one with the wayward hair!
Food in mouth, not on table.
■
Bluewuo!
—Go Kelly
HiBrads!

— Love Brad

Andy,
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Nucnchuck Nun puts the fear of God and Ninjas into street criminals
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